CIRCULAR

REG: CLARIFICATION REGARDING CONDUCT OF FA4

In further continuation to letter no. CBSE/ASCOORD/FASA Data dated 30th Oct 2015 it is clarified that schools may conduct FA4 in accordance with the CCE scheme. For present students of Class X (2015-16) the best of score obtained in FA4 (Class X 2015-16) and PSA (Class IX 2014-15) will be reflected against FA4 in both class IX and X. Last date of submission and uploading the data of Term II of Class IX 2014-2015 (Presently in class X) has been extended to 15th February 2016.

It is also clarified that Grades of Co-Scholastic and ASL (Assessment in Speaking and Listening Skills) are to be uploaded while uploading marks of SA2. The marks of SA1 in the subject of English is to be calculated out of 70 marks, converted to 30% and uploaded.

(K. K. Choudhury)

CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS